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THE EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Following a Congressional mandate* to develop new and improved 
techniques and equipmer.t to strengthen law enforcement and criminal 
justice, the National institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice under the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the 
Department of Justice established the Equipment Systems Improvement 
Program. The objectives of the Program are to determine the priority 
needs of the criminal justice community to help in its fight against 
crime, and to mobilize industry to satisfy these needs. A close 
working relationship is maintained with operating agencies of the 
criminal justice community by assigning systems analysts to work 
directly wiLhin the operational departments of police, courts and 
corrections to conduct studies related to their operational objec
tives. 

This document is a research report from this analytical effort. 
It is a product of studies performed by systems analysts of the 
MITRE Corporation, a not-for-profit Federal Contract Research Center 
retained by the National Institute to assist in the definition of 
equipment priorities. It is one of a continuing series of reports 
to support the program decisions of the Institute relative to equip
ment development, equipment standardization and application guide
lines. Comments and recommendations for revision are invited. 
Suggestions should be addressed to the Director, Advanced Technology 
Division, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement A3sistance Administration, U. S. Department of 
Justice, Washington, D. C. 20530. 

* 

Gerald M. Caplan, Director 
National Institute of Law 

Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

Section 402(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 
of 1968, as amended. 
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BACKGROUND 

THE MITRE CORPORATION 
WESTGATE RESEARCH PARK 

McLEAN, VIRGINIA 22101 

(703) 790-6000 

31 October '],'973, h' 

RESEARCH ON LATENT FINGE~RINTS ON HUMAN SKIN 

TGL-65, LEAA Directive A-73-040 

~rrTRE has made a brief review of research and development 
of a method for revealing latent fingerprints on human skin. 
Two inspectors in the San Francisco Police Department and the 
San Francisco coroner have advanced a technique reported several 
years ago for identifying fingerprints left by an assailant. 
Under labor~tory conditions they have not only simplified an 
X-ray techm .. que for photographing s11ch prints, but they have also 
demonstrated that the print can sometimes be lifted onto tape 
~fter ~roper trea:men~ .. The Department requests support in finding 

a relLable and slIDpllfled procedure that is economically feasible 
for any law enforceme'nt agency and is applicable in the field at 
the scene of a violent crime. l1 

FINDINGS 

In the process of evaluating the request we discussed with 
~ever~l ~uthor~ties the importance and methods of finding and 
lden~lfYlng prlnts on human skin. In addition- to receiving more 
detalls from Inspectors Kenneth Moses and Walter Ih1e (the San 
Francisco investigators), a representative of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation discussed some of thoir experience with such 
~rint~; . members ~f MITRE's Forensic tahoratory Analysis Group 
~Qentlfled technlcal and biological problems; 
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and representatives of the National Bureau of Standards and the Aero
space Corporation Development Group discussed their experience and the 
applicability of their current research. In brief, our findings and 
recomm~ndation based on this cursory review are: 

o A practical routine technique for revealing latent 'prints on 
human skin does not yet exist but would be extremely valuable 
for identification of suspects, especially if it would be 
applied to living persons. 

a As Mr. Scott implies, the proposed X-ray te~hnique has lia
bilities \vhich seriously limit its application. 

a Alternative methods exist Hhich ';vould overcome the liabilities 
of the X-ray technique, but they may be ineffective for other 
reasons. 

o ESIP should support a quick revie~v of the state of the art, 
including a revie,v of the San Francisco work, to determine the 
fundamental difficulties encountered in attempting identifi
cation through fingerprints left on human skin and clothing 
by an assailant, and to delineate promising steps toward 
solutions. 

Each point is discussed in more detail be1mv. 

The technique currently being studied in San Francisco has three 
operational drawbacks: 

1. The X-ray technique is not adaptable to general use on living 
persons because it requires an incision and film insertion under each 
print. 

2. The location of a print on the body must be known or surmised; 
the technique would not be used to locate a print. 

3. The required X-ray equipment is too cumbersome for field use. 

Although the last may be overcome by future equipment, the others 
are inherent in the method and indicate that any further research should 
encompass more than X-ray techniques. 

The utility of revealing prints on human skin cannot be quantified 
quickly and rigorously because the required data are not readily avail
able. For example, one measure of operational utility would be the 
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fraction of homicide cases in \'lhich charges were not placed or convic
tions could not be attained because of a lack of positive identification. 
Inste'ad, only such collective figures as the overall clear'ance rate and 
conviction rate are readily available. Though such aggregate figures 
do not ShOH where lack of identification is the problem, they do indi
cate where the greatest potential applications may lie. For example) 
the 1972 clearance rates for murder, aggravated assault, and forcible 
rape were 82%, 66%, and 57%, respectively. Of those charged, acquittals 
or dismissed cases numbered 36%, 41% and 49%, respectively. (1) There
fore, there would appear to be a greater potential IImarket ll for print 
identification in forcible rape and aggravated assault cases than in 
homicide, but it \'lOu1d require the capability to find and identify 
prints on living persons as well as on cadavers. 

The total number of possible applications cannot be the sale measure 
of potential utility; some \veight must be given, also, to the small 
number of crimes where there is no other lead. The publicity Hhich 
often surrounds such crimes sometimes causes as ~isproportionately 
large resource allocation vlhich makes a solution both more important and 
more visible. Though none could quantify his assessment, the persons 
consulted aoout this proposed research gave uniformly high estimates of 
the potential utility of a technique to reveal fingerprints on human 
skin or, alternatively, on clothing. Hm·;ever, the problem (Problem 
Identification Report 112) Has scored only moderately important by 
}UTRE's Problem Assessment Group using their standard .criteria. 

X-'ray techniques have been used to a limited extent to ident,ify 
prints on hairless areas of living persons, (2) but even if that approach 
were further developed and if X-ray equipment became more practical 
for field use ~ the problems of locating a print ivould remain', A 
material is needed ,vhich is sufficiently non-toxic for whole body use 
on living persons, \vhich has the requisite physical properties for 
fingerprint Hork, and whic.h produces visible images directly or under 
stimulation (e.g., by fluorescence). Though such a concept would 
overcome the limitations of the X-ray technique, it is possible that 
the print itself does not survive long on living skin. (2) Ot. the basis 
of only a cursory revieH, \Ve cannot be certai' ~vhat the controlling 
problems are in revealing prints on either skin or clothing. 

The request of the San Francisco Police Department illuminated an 
important problem and their proposed areas of research are sound Hhen 
interpreted to include more than X-ray methods. Hmvever, our discussions 
uncovered other facets, such as those mentioned above, as well as leads 
which indicate that more independent Hork already exists which could be 
very informative if it ivere mutually correlated and sUlmnarized. 
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The Development Group has an approved FY 1974 project on latent 
fingerprint research. We recommend that ESIP initiate a quick review 
of the state of the art of fingerprint detection and identification 
technology specifically related to latent prints on human skin al).d 
clothing as the first stage of that proj ect. The revie~v should incor
porate at least the work of the FBI and the New York and Chicago Police 
Departments, as well as that of the San Francisco Police Department. 
The objective should be to identify the specific problems which explain 
why the search for such prints is not yet a routine procedure. The 
active product should be a detailed outline of suggested research which 
offers the best promise of solutions, with recommended priorities for 

ESIP funding. 
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